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Blackberry’s Subscription Bleed Continues After
Change in Revenue Recognition Policy

Company hemorrhages subscription revenue in effort to mask deterioration
in acquisitions.
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This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before.
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research,
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year.

Blackberry’s Subscription Revenue Falls For Second Quarter in a
Row
Ninety days ago we warned investors about a counterintuitive change in Blackberry’s Revenue
Recognition Policy that, at first blush, presents quarterly results less favorably. The impact,
according to our analysis, had the following impact on last quarter’s results:

“The change, according to our analysis, removed $8 million from non-GAAP sales
Blackberry reported in the prior year’s comparable quarter. It also increased Blackberry’s
gross margin by 2.1%. The metric also inflated Blackberry’s adjusted net income for the
quarter from $4 million to $12 million, or 200%”

Though the change may have a negative impact on reported results in the near term, our
analysis suggests the change was made to hide possible deterioration in deferred revenue in
companies Blackberry has acquired. These problems will ultimately result in declines in
Blackberry’s annual recurring revenue (ARR).

You can read more about the policy change here:

● Blackberry Ditches Revenue Recognition Policy That Inflated Net Income 200%

In its latest 10-Q, Blackberry continued to hemorrhage ARR year-over-year. The latest quarter
reveals annual recurring revenue down by $3 million in both Blackberry’s cybersecurity and IoT
segments. Similarly, Blackberry’s Net Retention Rate in the cybersecurity segment declined 5%.

https://www.nickwinkler.net/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1658471
https://b94742ca-8101-4639-ae40-08569fcbd131.filesusr.com/ugd/a6c7f3_78100973ed8140158ee843f27897e814.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1070235/000107023521000101/bbry-20210831.htm#icfe20fe93bc745d6b9de4e548c50a040_40


In all, recurring software product revenue is now approximately 80% of the company’s total
sales, down from approximately 90% the year before.


